Effects of COVID-19 lockdown on heart rate variability
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Strict lockdown rules were imposed to the French population from 17 March to 11 May 2020, which may result in limited possibilities of physical activity, modified psychological and health states. This report is focused on HRV parameters kinetics before, during and after this lockdown period.

Methods: 95 participants were included in this study, who underwent regular orthostatic tests (a 5-minute supine followed by a 5-minute standing recording of heart rate (HR)) on a regular basis before, during and after the lockdown (BSL, CFN and RCV, respectively). HR, power in low- and high-frequency bands (LF, HF, respectively) and root mean square of the successive differences (RMSSD) were computed for each orthostatic test, and for each positions. Subjective well-being was assessed on a 0-10 visual analogic scale (VAS).

Results: Out of the 95 participants, 19 (WB+) reported an improved well-being (i.e., increase >2 in VAS score) during CFN, contradictory to the 76 other participants (WB-). There was an increase in HR and a decrease in RMSSD when measured supine in CFN and RCV, compared to BSL in WB-, whilst opposite results were found in WB+ (i.e. decrease in HR and increase in RMSSD in CFN and RCV; increase in LF and HF in RCV). There was a moderate significant correlation between VAS and HR, RMSSD, HF, respectively, in the supine position; the higher the VAS score (i.e., subjective well-being), the higher the RMSSD and HF and the lower the HR. In standing position, HRV parameters were not modified during CFN.

Conclusion: The strict COVID-19 lockdown likely had opposite effects on French population as 20% of participants improved parasympathetic activation (RMSSD, HF) and rated positively this period, whilst 80% showed altered responses and deteriorated well-being. The changes in HRV parameters during and after the lockdown period were in line with subjective well-being responses. These results confirmed the usefulness of HRV as a non-invasive means for monitoring well-being and health in the general population.
INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 resulted in strict confinement rules in France for 8 weeks, from 17 March to 11 May, period known as the lockdown. Its aim was to slow down the spread rate of COVID-19, therefore saving lives and decreasing the workload in hospitals, which capacity to treat new patients was exceeded. Restrictions during the lockdown included closed gyms and sports centers, plus limitations on the duration spent outdoors, maximum walking distance from home which, associated with the lack of space and appropriate devices in homes for physical exercise, and lack of technical knowledge of the population on appropriate training routines, resulted in decreased physical activity [1]. A survey by the French public health national institute “Santé Publique France” published on 17th June 2020 confirmed that 47.4% of the population declared a decrease in physical activity, especially (58.9%) in walking time, during the lockdown period. Contradictory, a minority (17.9%) used this period for increasing their physical activity. In addition, 33.4% of the population declared spending more than 7h seated. The average daily seated time was 6h19. Beyond these self-declared data, the impact of the lockdown period remains unclear, but one may hypothesize that it may have led to changes in cardiovascular fitness and psychological states [2].

Exercise plays a fundamental role in cardiovascular health [3] but also in mitigating the psychological impacts of lockdown [4]. Heart rate variability (HRV) is a commonly used method for cardiovascular follow-up in athletes [5]. Specifically, HRV analysis allows to evaluate the modulation of the sympathetic and parasympathetic branches of the autonomic nervous system. The low-frequency (LF) band reflects a mix of sympathetic and parasympathetic modulations on the heart [7] with likely a sympathetic preponderance. The migration of the respiratory sinus arrhythmia in the low-frequency band is a subject of debate [6]. The sympathetic modulations seen in LF are likely due to the vasomotor tone or to the central modulation of the sympathetic tone [5], which is linked to changes in arterial blood pressure [8] and baroreflex activity [9]. Respiratory sinus arrhythmia is the main phenomenon provoking changes in the HF band which therefore mainly reflects parasympathetic influences on the heart [10]. Physical exercise increases the parasympathetic tone [11]. The best performance occur with hypertonia of both the sympathetic and the parasympathetic nervous systems [12,13]. Hypotonia of one or the other is a sign of cardiovascular deconditioning [14]. Finally, HRV-based methods have proven valid and reliable in the evaluation of stress, well-being and recovery [15].

To the best of our knowledge, HRV parameters before, during and after the lockdown period have not been reported in the literature. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to report HRV parameters to demonstrate the effects of lockdown and to investigate whether changes in HRV were related to changes in psychological states during and after this period. We hypothesized that alteration in parasympathetic-related markers (i.e., decreases in RMSSD and HF, increase resting HR) would reflect a negative feeling over the period, whilst a minority of the population with a positive appreciation of this particular period would report an improved HRV.
METHODS

Experimental design

Strict lockdown (further denoted CFN) rules applied in France over 8 weeks, from 17 March to 11 May 2020. The lockdown was unexpected, therefore there was no previous intention to study its effects on HRV. We used HRV monitoring setup dedicated to other studies to collect data. Data collection was therefore performed for the purpose of this study. Three periods were compared: From 1 January to 16 March (baseline, BSL); from 17 March to 11 May (CFN), and from 12 to 31 May (recovery, RCV). The local ethical committee approved the study (agreement 2016-00308; Commission Cantonale d’Ethique de la Recherche sur l’être humain, CCER-VD; Lausanne, Switzerland) as part of a set of studies on a broader scale. All experimental procedures conformed to the standards set by the Declaration of Helsinki.

Participants

The participants in this study were equipped with HRV monitoring devices before the beginning of lockdown. Inclusion criteria were, age between 18 and 60 years old, physically active, healthy, non-smokers, with no known diseases and no pregnancy or lactation for women, living in France. Out of the database (n = 112), participants with at least forty orthostatic tests between 1 January and 31 May 2020 and at least 10 tests in each period of three periods (BSL, CFN and RCV) were extracted (n = 95).

Heart rate variability

The participants performed an orthostatic test (5 minutes supine followed by 5 minutes in the standing position) on a regular basis between the 1st of January 2020 and the 31st of May 2020 [16]. This orthostatic test had to be performed, in the morning, upon wake-up, with an empty bladder, and before breakfast. The inter-beat interval (RR interval) measuring device (sensor H7 + chest belt, Polar, Kempele, Finland or cardiosport TP5+, Cardiosport, Waterlooville, UK) was connected to the participants’ smartphones via Bluetooth (mobile application: inCORPUS® v2.1.3, be.care SA, Renens, Switzerland). Data were immediately and automatically transferred to our servers for analysis. Therefore, meetings between participants and researchers were avoided, in the respect of the strict lockdown rules applying.

The RR intervals from the orthostatic tests were first analyzed to remove ectopic beats from the recordings. Ectopic beats were then compensated for by means of interpolation to calculate normal-to-normal (NN) intervals. From the NN intervals, the following heart rate variability (HRV) parameters were extracted: mean HR; the root mean square of the successive differences (RMSSD); the spectral power in the low-frequency (LF, 0.04 – 0.15 Hz) and high-frequency bands (HF, 0.15 – 0.40 Hz) in ms²; and the values (expressed in normalized units) for LF and HF, labelled nLF and nHF, respectively [5,17]. The spectral power was estimated using a fast Fourier transform on the resampled NN intervals (4 Hz) using a window length of 250 data points and an overlap of 50%. All computations were performed separately for the supine (SU) and standing (ST) positions using. All analyses were performed using MATLAB® (R2019a, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).

Visual analogic scale (VAS)

On the mobile application, for each test, the participants were required to rate their well-being “how do you feel today?” using a visual analogic scale (VAS) graduated from 0 to 10.
Statistics

All results are given as mean ± SD. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to ensure normality of the data. Measurements were evaluated with a two-way ANOVA analysis for time effect (BSL, CFN and RCV) and group effect (WB- vs. WB+). The statistical power of the performed tests was set at p = 0.05 for significance and p = 0.10 for tendency. The Tukey-Kramer post-hoc was used when appropriate. Pearson’s coefficient correlations and significance were computed for LF, HF, HR and RMSSD against VAS, in the supine and the standing positions. Statistical analyses were performed using MATLAB®.

RESULTS

Ninety-five participants (27 women, 68 men) were included in this report (age 37 ± 11 years, height 176 ± 8 cm, weight 71 ± 12 kg). Out of these participants, 20% (WB+, n = 19; 5 women, 14 men; age 36 ± 13 years, height 178 ± 10 cm, weight 74 ± 13 kg) showed an improved well-being, estimated by the positive change (>2) in the 0-10 VAS score between BSL and CFN. Contradictory, most of the participants (WB-, n = 76; 22 women, 54 men; age 38 ± 11 years, height 175 ± 7 cm, weight 69 ± 12 kg) did not improve or deteriorated this VAS score during the CFN period.

Figure 1 shows the negative impact of CFN in the WB- group, with a general alteration in parasympathetic activity in the supine position, as shown by the increased supine HR and decreased RMSSD in CFN and RCV compared to BSL. There was a tendency for a decrease in RMSSD between CFN and RCV. There was also a decrease in HF in RCV compared with BSL. In the standing position, there was a significant increase in HR in CFN and RCV compared to BSL, but there was no change on the other parameters.

Figure 2 shows the positive impact of CFN in the WB+ group with a decrease in supine HR in CFN and RCV compared to BSL, an increase in supine RMSSD in CFN and RCV compared to BSL and an increase in RCV compared to CFN. There was also an increase in LF and HF (and therefore total power) in RCV compared to BSL, and an increase in HF in RCV compared to CFN. There was no change in the standing position.

There was an interaction time x group for HR, RMSSD and HF (p < 0.001, p < 0.001 and p <0.01, respectively) in the supine position. There was a significant interaction for HR only (p<0.05) in the standing position. In the supine position, HR was significantly higher in the WB- group compared to the WB+ group in CFN and RCV. RMSSD was significantly lower in the WB- group compared to the WB+ group in CFN and RCV. HF was significantly lower in the WB- group compared to the WB+ group in RCV. In the standing position HR was significantly higher in the WB- group compared to the WB+ group in CFN.

There were significant correlations (p < 0.001 for all) between VAS and HR ((R = -0.24), RMSSD (R = 0.14) and HF (R = 0.19) on the whole population in the supine position. The higher the VAS score (i.e., subjective well-being), the higher the RMSSD and HF and the lower the HR (Figure 3).

When dividing the CFN period in two sub-periods of 4 weeks, there were no differences in any of the parameter between CFN1 and CFN2, suggesting a relative stability across CFN (data not shown).
DISCUSSION

The present study aimed to investigate the HRV responses of participants exposed to the strict lockdown that occurred in France. We found that HRV changes from BSL to CFN and RCV were contradictory between two groups who did vs. did not deteriorate their subjective well-being over these periods. In 80% of the participants, parasympathetic-related HRV parameters (i.e., RMSSD, HF) measured in the supine position were decreased concomitantly to a psychological alteration. Contradictory, in 20% of the participants, both supine HRV and well-being were improved. Standing HRV was not modified during CFN.

The sudden lockdown that occurred implied drastic changes in the lifestyle of the participants, which is generally a stressor factor. These lifestyles and behaviors included a given level of physical exercise to maintain an adequate health status [18], and guarantee an active aging by reducing the risk associated diseases in older people [19]. Moreover, the psychological impact of lockdown included negative psychological effects, such as frustration, boredom, loss of social contacts, [20] inadequate supplies, inadequate information, financial loss, infection fears, confusion, and anger [21,22]. The participants in the present study lived in France, where a survey of the French national public health institute (Santé Publique France) demonstrated a drastic decrease in physical activity and increased time spent in the seated position [2]. In the present study, physical activity was not measured, but only subjective feeling of well-being, measured by a VAS with a smartphone. This resulted in 20% of the participants who rated positively the lockdown period, since VAS score improved by at least 2 on the 0-10 scale. Interestingly, this is in line with data from the French national public health institute, who reported that 18% of the French population declared an increase in physical activity. Obviously, well-being can be determined by many causes and physical activity is one of them.

In the present study, 80% of the participants reported an increased HR associated to decreased RMSSD and increased LF: these changes could be the consequences of a cardiovascular detraining, with decreased parasympathetic influences on the heart. The loss of outdoor activities as walking is likely of clinical importance since lockdown accelerates vicious circles between isolation, lack of physical activity, psychological stress/anxiety and impaired immunity [23]. Meanwhile, the participants had more time to exercise, but they had to do it by themselves, based on their personal knowledge and material possibilities, with extremely limited external advises and totally absent group motivation. According to the French national public health institute, only 18% of the French population was able to increase the physical activity during the lockdown period. This likely resulted in only 20% of the participants in the present study able to maintain or improve their HRV parameters as shown on figure 2. In this group, the fact that increased RMSSD, LF and HF (associated to decreased HR) were also observed post lockdown, is a marker of an effective and lasting improvement in cardiovascular fitness. The best performances occur when both the sympathetic and parasympathetic influences on the heart are high [12,13] hence increased LF and HF, associated to decreased resting HR.

There was a moderate but significant correlation between VAS and HRV, which was positive for HF and RMSSD and negative for HR. Therefore, the better the participants felt, the higher the parasympathetic influences and the lower the HR, and vice-versa the lower the HF and RMSSD, the lower the feeling of well-being. These later results emphasize the usefulness of HRV as a global index of health in the general population. In line with previous literature and
data from the national French public health institute, the more active people during the lockdown may have felt better [2,20].

**Limitations**

The lockdown was applied suddenly, and it was therefore impossible to recruit participants a priori during the baseline period. By chance we had enough participants with sufficient HRV tests to conduct this study. Overall, it is a unique opportunity to describe the HRV behavior in 95 healthy people, extracted from a database of 7098 orthostatic tests. The main limitation is that we did not have any data on physical activity of these participants. We can only speculate that the HRV changes during CFN reflect at least partly the decrease or increase in physical activity.

**CONCLUSION**

The lockdown in France was sudden and severe, drastically limiting the possibilities for physical activities. This likely resulted in a stressful situation and in a general cardiovascular detraining (i.e., decreased RMSSD and HF and increased resting heart rate in supine position) in most of the population. However, in 20% of the participants the lockdown was positively appreciated, as shown by an improved well-being and parasympathetic activity. Altogether, the present study confirms the usefulness of regular HRV testing in the general population for monitoring health status, as previously shown in elite athletes.
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Legends of Figures

**Figure 1**: HR, RMSSD, LF and HF before (BSL), during (CFN) and after (RCV) the strict lockdown period in France in 76 participants who deteriorated or maintained their well-being over the CFN period. *p < 0.05 for difference with BSL. # p < 0.05 for difference with CFN.

**Figure 2**: HR, RMSSD, LF and HF before (BSL), during (CFN) and after (RCV) the strict lockdown period in France in 19 participants who improved their well-being over the CFN period. *p < 0.05 for difference with BSL. # p < 0.05 for difference with CFN.
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